Finally, an affordable cloud-based Fashion industry PLM solution

Create. Manage. Share.
Simple to Use

Secure Sharing

Access from Anywhere

Real-time Collaboration

An intuitive, quick to set-up and

Easily create and share tech

Stay mobile and connected

Stay on top of production

easy to navigate software created
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Collaborate in real-time
from anywhere
Get your business up and running quickly on the easiest to use PLM
platform for product management, information sharing and team collaboration. Whether sharing design concepts, creating and sharing tech
packs or generating visual custom reports, designers, product develop-

TECH PACKS

BILLS OF MATERIAL

ment specialists and technical fashion professionals, can collaborate in
real time from anywhere on their computers, tablets or smartphones.
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Fashionware PLM’s Key Capabilities
System Features

Style Management

Easy to learn and quick time to benefit.

Easily and quickly set up, classify and sort styles by division, season,

User interface and navigation that is pleasing and intuitive.
Secure access to information anytime and anywhere on your computer, tablet or smartphone.
Drill down access to your information with results presented in highly

merchandise, category and subcategory.
Manage design/style elements, i.e., colors, materials, sketches,
documents and images.
Build visual Bills of Materials and maintain variations.

visual reports.

Generate cost sheets from Bills of Materials, FOB quotes and manage

Create Concept Galleries

Create and maintain spec sheets and variations from grade table

variations.

Add color, fabric, trim and style concept images to My Gallery and/or
Division Gallery.
Quickly export concept items/images to Product Development stage.

admin templates.
Request and track sample variations, fit specifications and design
comments from designers, technical design specialists, agents and
manufacturers.
Select content, create a tech pack and instantly share with company

Color Palettes

teams and/or business partners located anywhere .

Centralized color standards and digital color management.

Notes and messages with integrated discussion threads.

Create and manage seasonal color palettes.

Real-time Collaboration

Individual color and palette printing capabilities.

Post a note at an item, mark as important and notify a team member.

Raw Material Libraries

Reply to a note and create a threaded conversation.

Create and manage fabric and trim libraries classified and sorted by
material groups and subgroups.

Start a new message and reference any color, fabric, trim or style.
Start a new message and send a sample request or tech pack to

Multi-vendor sourcing and pricing.

company teams and/or business partners located anywhere.

Maintain material usage by style.
Create and share fabric and trim cards.
Maintain supporting documents, images and notes at the item level.
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